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Abstract: New Artificial Human Optimization (AHO) Field Algorithms can be created from scratch or 
by adding the concept of Artificial Humans into other existing Optimization Algorithms. Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) has been very popular for solving complex optimization problems due to its 
simplicity. In this work, new Artificial Human Optimization Field Algorithms are created by modifying 
existing PSO algorithms with AHO Field Concepts. These Hybrid PSO Algorithms comes under PSO 
Field as well as AHO Field. There are Hybrid PSO research articles based on Human Behavior, Human 
Cognition and Human Thinking etc. But there are no Hybrid PSO articles which based on concepts like 
Human Disease, Human Kindness and Human Relaxation. This paper proposes new AHO Field 
algorithms based on these research gaps. Some existing Hybrid PSO algorithms are given a new name in 
this work so that it will be easy for future AHO researchers to find these novel Artificial Human 
Optimization Field Algorithms. A total of 6 Artificial Human Optimization Field algorithms titled 
"Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO)", “Human Kindness Particle Swarm 
Optimization (HKPSO)", “Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO)", “Multiple 
Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO)", “Human Thinking Particle Swarm 
Optimization (HTPSO)" and “Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO)” are tested by 
applying these novel algorithms on Ackley, Beale, Bohachevsky, Booth and Three-Hump Camel 
Benchmark Functions. Results obtained are compared with PSO algorithm. 
 
Keywords:Artificial Humans, Artificial Human Optimization Field, Particle Swarm Optimization, 
Genetic Algorithms, Hybrid Algorithms, Global Optimization Techniques, Nature Inspired Computing, 
Bio-Inspired Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning 
 
 
Highlights: 1) World’s First Hybrid PSO algorithm based on Human Kindness is proposed in this paper. 
2) World’s First Hybrid PSO algorithm based on Human Relaxation is proposed in this paper 
3) World’s First Hybrid PSO algorithm based on Human Disease is proposed in this paper 
4) Made corrections to previous work under AHO Field in the Introduction Section of the paper 
5) A Novel Section “Interesting Findings in Artificial Human Optimization Field” is present in this article 
6) Some existing Hybrid PSO algorithms are given a new name in this paper 
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1 Introduction 
A field is a particular branch of study. Artificial Human Optimization Field (AHO Field) is a latest field. 
Proposing a new algorithm is different from proposing a new field. Generally researchers propose new 
algorithms. But for the first time in research industry history, a young researcher proposed a new field 
through Transactions on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence journal paper. Artificial Human 
Optimization (AHO) is a very recent field which took its birth on December 2016. This work was 
published in Transactions on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence with title “Entrepreneur: 
Artificial Human Optimization”. Hence this field is less than 2 years old. According to recent articles in 
AHO literature, there is scope for many PhD’s and PostDoc’s in Artificial Human Optimization Field 
(AHO Field). Also there exists an ocean of opportunities in Artificial Human Optimization Field. 
According to article “Entrepreneur: Artificial Human Optimization”, the first article in AHO Field was 
proposed in 2012 and there exists less than 20 papers in AHO Field. This mistake was corrected and the 
first article in AHO Field was proposed in 2009 according to article “Artificial Human Optimization – An 
Introduction”. Again there was a mistake. This mistake was corrected in article “Artificial Human 
Optimization – An Overview”. The correction was that the first article in AHO Field was proposed in 
2006. Again there was a mistake. Finally, according to this paper “Novel Artificial Human Optimization 
Field Algorithms – The Beginning”, the first paper in AHO Field was proposed in 2003 with title 
“Society and Civilization: An Optimization Algorithm Based on the Simulation of Social Behavior”. Also 
there exist more than 30 papers in AHO Field. According to a recent article in AHO Literature, there is 
scope for millions of research articles in AHO Field [1-12]. Papers [1-12] gives details about Artificial 
Human Optimization Field, its algorithms and its overview. Papers [13-17] shows Hybrid PSO algorithms 
which come under Artificial Human Optimization Field. 
 
The rest of the article is organized as follows: 
Section 2 shows Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Section 3 to Section 8 shows "Human 
Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO)", “Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization 
(HKPSO)", “Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO)", “Multiple Strategy Human 
Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO)", “Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO)" 
and “Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO)” respectively. Interesting Findings in AHO 
Field are shown in Section 9. Section 10 gives results obtained. Finally, Conclusions are given in Section 
11. 
2 Particle Swarm Optimization 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. PSO is based on 
Artificial Birds. It has been applied to solve complex optimization problems. Papers [18-24] shows you 
details related to PSO, its algorithms and its overview. 
 
In PSO, first we initialize all particles as shown below. Two variables pbesti and gbest are maintained. 
pbesti is the best fitness value achieved by ith  particle so far and gbest is the best fitness value achieved by 
all particles so far. Lines 4 to 11 in the below text helps in maintaining particle best and global best.  Then 
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the velocity is updated by rule shown in line no. 14. Line 15 updates position of ith particle. Line 19 
increments the number of iterations and then the control goes back to line 4. This process of a particle 
moving towards its local best and also moving towards global best of particles is continued until 
termination criteria will be reached. 
 
Procedure: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  end for  
12) for each particle i do 
13)  for each dimension d do 
14)   vi,d = w*vi,d +        
         C1*Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d) 
                                               + C2*Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
15)   xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
17)  end for 
18) end for 
19) iterations = iterations + 1 
20) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
3 Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization 
In PSO particles move towards local best and global best. Almost all PSO algorithms are based on best 
location of particles. But there is another strategy which is moving towards the optimal by using worst 
location of particles. Some algorithms in PSO Field are based on this idea in which worst location of 
particles also helps in finding optimal solution.  
 
The idea of using worst location of particles in the velocity updating equation was first introduced in [28].  
A Novel PSO Algorithm was proposed in [25]. In this algorithm, a coefficient is calculated based on 
distance of particle to closest best and closest worst particles. This coefficient is used in updating velocity 
of particle. In [26], velocity is updated using both particles best and particles worst location. This work is 
extended in [27] where velocity of particle is updated using particles local worst, global worst, particles 
local best and global best of all particles. The velocity is updated in [11] where particles move towards 
the local best and global best in even iterations and move away from local worst and global worst in odd 
iterations.  
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According to our experience it can be observed that Humans not only learn from his/her own local best 
and other individuals global best but also learns from his/her own local worst and other individuals global 
worst. Hence in [28], a new PSO (NPSO) is proposed where optimal solution is found by moving away 
from local worst location of particle and global worst location of all particles. The algorithm (NPSO) 
proposed in [28] is based on Artificial Human Optimization Field Concepts because there are Humans 
who try to be on safe side by moving away from local worst and global worst. Hence NPSO in [28] is 
given a new name titled “Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO)” in this current paper. 
 
In line no. 14 in below procedure it can be seen that velocity update equation is based on moving away 
from local worst of particle and global worst of all particles. In NPSO work in [28], researchers haven’t 
used inertia weight while updating velocity but in the below procedure, inertia weight is used. Human 
Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) is shown below:  
Procedure: Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  end for  
12) for each particle i do 
13)  for each dimension d do 
14)   vi,d = w*vi,d +        
                                                C1*Random(0,1)*( xi,d – pworsti,d) 
                                               + C2*Random(0,1)*( xi,d – gworstd) 
15)   xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
17)  end for 
18) end for 
19) iterations = iterations + 1 
20) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
4 Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization 
There are no Hybrid PSO algorithms based on Human Kindness till date. Human Kindness is modeled by 
introducing KindnessFactori for particle i. This factor is added in the position update equation in line 
number 15 of the below procedure. The more the KindnessFactor the faster is the movement of particle. 
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In this work, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and assigned to KindnessFactor of particle. 
The Proposed Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) is shown below: 
 
Procedure: Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  end for  
12) for each particle i do 
13)  for each dimension d do 
14)   vi,d = w*vi,d +        
                                                C1*Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d) 
                                               + C2*Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
15)   xi,d = xi,d + KindnessFactori * vi,d 
17)  end for 
18) end for 
19) iterations = iterations + 1 
20) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
5 Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization 
There are no Hybrid PSO algorithms based on Human Relaxation till date. All particles move in some 
direction in all iterations. There is nothing like relaxation for a particle. RelaxationProbability is 
introduced in this paper in an attempt to model Human Relaxation. A random number is generated in the 
line number 13 in the below procedure. If the random number generated is less than or equal to 
RelaxationProbability then the particle is said to be on relaxation state and this particle will skip velocity 
updating and position updating in this particular iteration. On the other hand, if the random number 
generated is greater than RelaxationProbability, then particle will undergo velocity and position updating 
just like in normal PSO. Proposed Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) is shown 
below: 
 
Procedure: Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) Initialize RelaxationProbability  
2) iterations = 0 
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3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  end for  
12) for each particle i do   
13)  if  Random(0,1) < = RelaxationProbability  
14)   continue   // continues to next particle 
15)  end if  
16)  for each dimension d do 
17)   vi,d = w*vi,d +        
                                                C1*Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d) 
                                                + C2*Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
18)   xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
19)  end for 
20) end for 
21) iterations = iterations + 1 
22) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
6 Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization 
Hassan Satish Particle Swarm Optimization (HSPSO) proposed in [11] is given a new name titled 
“Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO)” in this paper. MSHPSO is obtained 
by incorporation of Multiple Strategy Human Optimization (MSHO) concepts into Particle Swarm 
Optimization. In starting and even generations the Artificial Humans move towards the best fitness value. 
In odd generations Artificial Humans move away from the worst fitness value. In MSHPSO, local worst 
of particle and global worst of all particles are maintained in addition to local best of particle and global 
best of all particles. This is shown in lines 4 to 17. In lines 19 to 24 velocity is calculated by moving 
towards the local best of particle and global best of all particles. In lines 26 to 31 pseudo code for odd 
generations is shown in below text. In these odd generations particles move away from local worst of 
particle and also away from global worst of all particles. In line 33, number of iterations is incremented 
by one. Then control goes back to line number 4. This process of moving towards the best in one 
generation and moving away from the worst in next generation is continued until termination criteria has 
been reached. MSHPSO proposed in [11] is shown below: 
Procedure:Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
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4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  If ( f( xi ) > f( pworsti ) ) then 
12)   pworsti = xi 
13)  end if 
14)  if ( f( pworsti ) > f( gworst ) ) then 
15)   gworst = pworsti 
16)  end if 
17)  end for  
18) If ((iterations == 0) || (iterations%2==0)) then 
                           // for starting and even iterations 
19)  for each particle i do 
20)   for each dimension d do 
21)         vi,d = w*vi,d +             
                                                       C1*Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d)  
                                                       +C2*Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
22)         xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
23)   end for 
24)  end for 
25) else // for odd iterations 
26)  for each particle i do 
27)   for each dimension d do 
28)        vi,d = w*vi,d +                       
                                                     C1*Random(0,1)*( xi,d - pworsti,d )  
                                                     + C2*Random(0,1)*( xi,d - gworstd) 
29)        xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
30)   end for 
31)  end for 
32) end if 
33) iterations = iterations + 1 
34) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
 
7 Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization 
In [12], the particles move towards best locations and away from worst locations in the same 
iteration/generation. The Concept used in [12] and [27] is same. The only difference is that a new name 
titled “Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO)” is given in [12] for the concept in [27]. 
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Almost all Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithms are proposed such that the particles move 
towards best particles. But Human Thinking is such that they not only move towards best but also moves 
away from the worst. This concept was used to design algorithm titled “Multiple Strategy Human 
Optimization (MSHO)” in [4]. In MSHO, artificial Humans move towards the best in even generations 
and move away from the worst in odd generations. But in Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization, 
both strategies happen in the same generation and all generations follow the same strategy. That is 
moving towards the best and moving away from the worst strategies happen simultaneously in the same 
generation unlike MSHO designed in [4]. The HTPSO algorithm proposed in [12] and [27] is shown 
below: 
Procedure: Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  If ( f( xi ) > f( pworsti ) ) then 
12)   pworsti = xi 
13)  end if 
14)  if ( f( pworsti ) > f( gworst ) ) then 
15)   gworst = pworsti 
16)  end if 
17)  end for  
18) for each particle i do 
19)  for each dimension d do 
20)   vi,d = w*vi,d + Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d) + Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
21)   vi,d = vi,d + Random(0,1)*( xi,d - pworsti,d ) + Random(0,1)*( xi,d - gworstd) 
22)   xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
23)  end for 
24) end for 
25) iterations = iterations + 1 
26) while (termination condition is false) 
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8 Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization 
In this section, an innovative Hybrid PSO algorithm titled “Human Disease Particle Swarm 
Optimization (HDPSO)” is proposed which is based on Bipolar Disorder Human Disease. People with 
Bipolar Disorder Human Disease experience changes in moods between depression and mania. This 
disease is also known as manic depression. The mood swings between highs of mania (very happy) and 
lows of depression (very sad) are significant and usually extreme. The mood of either mania or depression 
can exist for few days, few weeks or even few months. 
 
In Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization, the strategy for updating velocity is different in odd and 
even generations. Person affected with Bipolar Disorder Human Disease goes through Very happy (UP) 
and very sad (Down) phases. Very happy and Very sad phases of Bipolar Disorder Human Disease are 
imitated in proposed HDPSO algorithm by incorporating different updating strategies in Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm. If person is very happy then he moves towards global best and local best of 
particles. If the person is very sad then he moves away from global best and local best of particles. In line 
15 in below procedure, the person moves towards global best and local best of particles. In line 22, the 
person moves away from global best and local best of particles. The proposed HDPSO algorithm is 
shown below: 
Procedure: Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) 
1) Initialize all particles 
2) iterations = 0 
3) do 
4)  for each particle i do 
5)  If ( f( xi ) < f( pbesti ) ) then 
6)   pbesti = xi 
7)  end if 
8)  if ( f( pbesti ) < f( gbest ) ) then 
9)   gbest = pbesti 
10)  end if 
11)  end for 
  
12) If ((iterations == 0) || (iterations%2==0)) then 
                          // for starting and even iterations 
13)  for each particle i do 
14)   for each dimension d do 
15)        vi,d = w*vi,d +             
                                                     C1*Random(0,1)*(pbesti,d – xi,d)  
                                                     +C2*Random(0,1)*(gbestd – xi,d) 
16)        xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
17)   end for 
18)  end for 
19) else // for odd iterations 
20)  for each particle i do 
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21)   for each dimension d do 
22)        vi,d = w*vi,d +                       
                                                     C1*Random(0,1)*( xi,d - pbesti,d )  
                                                     + C2*Random(0,1)*( xi,d - gbestd ) 
23)        xi,d = xi,d + vi,d 
24)   end for 
25)  end for 
26) end if 
27) iterations = iterations + 1 
28) while ( termination condition is false) 
 
9 Interesting Findings in Artificial Human Optimization Field 
Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) was proposed in [12] by Satish Gajawada et al. 
in 2018. Velocity is updated in HTPSO such that particle moves towards its local best, global best of 
particles, its local worst and global worst of particles. But this idea of velocity update is already proposed 
in [27]. Hence from here on it should be noted that HTPSO algorithm in [12] was originally proposed in 
[27]. This mistake happened because researchers added concept of Artificial Humans into PSO algorithms 
but they have not included the word “Human” in naming the new algorithm or in the entire paper. 
Another reason is that there are common things between Artificial Birds and Artificial Humans. The idea 
in [12] and [27] belongs to this intersection. PSO researchers added this common behavior to PSO and 
considered it as an algorithm based on Artificial Birds. Artificial Human Optimization Field (AHO Field) 
is new and hence there are not many algorithms under this new field. It will be very difficult for an AHO 
researcher to find that his concept/algorithm already exists in the form of PSO variant.  
 
The algorithm in [28] comes under Artificial Human Optimization Field. There are millions of articles on 
internet. It will be very difficult for Artificial Human Optimization (AHO) researcher to find the fact that 
there exists paper [28] which added human safety into PSO and hence this work in [28] comes under 
Artificial Human Optimization Field. Also the title of paper [28] is “New Particle Swarm Optimization 
Technique”. Hence AHO researchers might think this is another algorithm inspired by birds. Hence from 
here on researchers should include word “Human” or some other word to know that it is a AHO concept 
algorithm.  
10 Results 
The results obtained after applying HuSaPSO, HKPSO, HRPSO, MSHPSO, HTPSO, HDPSO and PSO 
algorithms on various benchmark functions are shown in this section. The figures of benchmark functions 
are taken from [29]. 
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Figure 1. Ackley Function  
 
Figure 2. Result given by Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) on Ackley Function 
 
Figure 3. Result given by Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) on Ackley Function 
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Figure 4. Result given by Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) on Ackley Function 
 
Figure 5. Result given by Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) on Ackley Function 
 
Figure 6. Result given by Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) on Ackley Function 
 
Figure 7. Result given by Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) on Ackley Function 
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Figure 8. Result given by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) on Ackley Function 
From Figure 2 to Figure 8 it can be observed that HKPSO, HRPSO, PSO gave optimum solution and 
performed well on Ackley Function. But HuSaPSO, HTPSO, HDPSO, MSHPSO algorithms didn’t 
perform well on Ackley Function. 
 
 
Figure 9. Beale Function 
 
Figure 10. Result given by Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) on Beale Function 
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Figure 11. Result given by Huma Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) on Beale Function 
 
Figure 12. Result given by Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) on Beale Function 
 
Figure 13. Result given by Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) on Beale Function 
 
Figure 14. Result given by Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) on Beale Function 
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Figure 15. Result given by Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) on Beale Function 
 
Figure 16. Result given by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) on Beale Function 
From Figure 10 to Figure 16 it can be observed that HKPSO, HRPSO, MSHPSO, HDPSO and PSO gave 
optimal result and performed well on Beale Function. But HuSaPSO, HTPSO didn’t perform well on 
Beale Function. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Bohachevsky Function 
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Figure 18. Result given by Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
 
Figure 19. Result given by Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
 
Figure 20. Result given by Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
 
Figure 21. Result given by Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
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Figure 22. Result given by Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
 
Figure 23. Result given by Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
 
 
Figure 24. Result given by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) on Bohachevsky Function 
From Figure 18 to Figure 24 it can be observed that HKPSO, HRPSO and PSO gave optimal result and 
performed well on Bohachevsky Function. But  HuSaPSO, MSHPSO, HTPSO and HDPSO didn’t 
perform well on Bohachevsky Function. 
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Figure 25. Booth Function 
 
Figure 26. Result given by Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) on Booth Function 
 
Figure 27. Result given by Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) on Booth Function 
Figure 28. Result given by Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) on Booth Function 
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Figure 29. Result given by Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) on Booth Function 
 
Figure 30. Result given by Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) on Booth Function 
 
Figure 31. Result given by Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) on Booth Function 
 
 
Figure 32. Result given by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) on Booth Function 
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From Figure 26 to Figure 32 it can be observed that HuSaPSO gave result close to optimal solution and 
performed O.K. HKPSO, HRPSO, HDPSO, MSHPSO and PSO gave optimal result and performed well 
on Booth Function. But HTPSO didn’t perform well on Booth Function. 
 
 
 
Figure 33. Three-Hump Camel Function 
 
Figure 34. Result given by Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
 
Figure 35. Result given by Human Kindness Particle Swarm Optimization (HKPSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
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Figure 36. Result given by Human Relaxation Particle Swarm Optimization (HRPSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
 
Figure 37. Result given by Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO) on Three-Hump Camel 
Function 
 
Figure 38. Result given by Human Thinking Particle Swarm Optimization (HTPSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
 
Figure 39. Result given by Human Disease Particle Swarm Optimization (HDPSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
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Figure 40. Result given by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) on Three-Hump Camel Function 
From Figure 34 to Figure 40 it can be observed that HKPSO, HRPSO, MSHPSO, HTPSO, HDPSO and 
PSO gave optimal result and performed well on Three-Hump Camel Function. But HuSaPSO didn’t 
perform well on Three-Hump Camel Function. 
 
 
Figure 41. Overall Result 
In Figure 41 first row shows PSO algorithms and first column shows benchmark functions. Green 
represents “Performed Well”. Red represents “Didn’t Performed Well”. Blue represents “Performed 
O.K.” or “Performed Between Well and Not Well”. 
From above figure it is clear that HKPSO, HRPSO and PSO performed Well for all benchmark functions 
whereas HuSaPSO didn’t perform well even on single benchmark function. MSHPSO and HSPSO 
performed well on three benchmark functions. HTPSO performed well on only single benchmark 
function. 
11 Conclusions 
Hybrid PSO algorithms inspired by Human Kindness (HKPSO), Bipolar Disorder Human Disease 
(HDPSO) and Human Relaxation (HRPSO) are proposed in this novel work. Two previous Hybrid PSO 
algorithms are given a new name titled “Human Safety Particle Swarm Optimization (HuSaPSO)” and 
“Multiple Strategy Human Particle Swarm Optimization (MSHPSO)” in this research paper. A total of 7 
algorithms are applied on set of 5 benchmark functions and results obtained are shown in this work. It can 
be concluded that just because some optimization algorithm is inspired by Humans doesn’t mean it will 
perform better than other optimization algorithms like optimization algorithms inspired by other beings 
like Birds (PSO). It can be observed from this work that some AHO algorithms performed as good as 
 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.71.5712 
PSO where as some other AHO algorithms didn’t perform as good as PSO. This is just the beginning of 
research in Artificial Human Optimization Field (AHO Field).     
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